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Under either CH or not-SH, there exists a O-dimensional Hausdorff space of countable spread 
which is not the union of a hereditarily separable and a hereditarily LindeMf space. Under 
not-SH + 2” > &, there exists a O-dimensional Hausdorff space of spread 
discrete subspace of cardinality N,,. 
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0. Introduction 
In [lo] and [9], HausdorfI spaces were found which, respectively 
(a) had a spread of o but was not the union of a hereditarily separable and a 
hereditarily Lindelof space 
(b) had a spread of $8” 1 but no discrete subspabce of cardinality INW, (assuming 
2” 3 NW,). 
Unfortunately, these examples had the property that any subspace of the same 
cardir?ality as the space was not regular. So the question remaining was whether 
regular spaces with these properties could be found. 
The answer is: in certain models of set theory, yes., 
Specifically, let A be the statement: 31 a Q-dimensional Hausdoti space satisfying 
(a); and B the statement: 3 a O-dimensional Hausdorff space satisfying (b). Then, 
where CH is the continuum hypothesis and SH the statement that there exist no 
Suslin lines: 
(1) (CM-A 
(2) not-SH -+ A 
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(;ratisfying A would contain a proof of the existence of S and L space - a 
cga;lsummation which some may devoutly wish, but which this paper does not 
? I tempt * 
‘j; D Prehninaries 
a. The spread of a space is the supremum of the cardinahties of its discrete 
~!~~irbspaces. The weight of a qrace is the infimum of the cardinalities of its bases. We 
jr ,te that a first-countable space of cardinality K has weight s K. 
b. A space is hereditarily separaBZe (sbbreviated hs) iff every subspace contains a
countable dense subset. It is heredt’tarily LindeZ6f (abbreviated hL) iff every open 
6:t>ver of a subspace contains a countable subcover of that subspace. We note that if 
c’ space is either hs or hL, its spread is <countable. 
c. An S-space is a regular Hausdorff hs non-Lindel6f space. An L qace is a 
,rh$gular Hausdorff hL non-selparable space. Any O-dimensional space which is S or L 
,:ontains a subset which, under a weaker topology, is still a O-dimensional S or L 
space and has weight al. 
d. A space has the count&e chain condition (abbreviated ccc) iff every family of 
idisjoint open sets is countable. We note that a space of countable spread has the 
ccc. 
e. The following characterization will be used implicitly everywhere. A space is 
@$zt-se~ceru~ed (respectively efi-separated) iff it can be well-ordered so that every 
initial segment is open (closed). A space is not hL (not hs) iff it has an uncountable 
:right-separated (left-separated) subspace [7]. A right-separated space has no 
Jncountable Lindelof subspaces and is hs iff it has no uncountable discrete 
subspaces; imilarly, a left-separated space has no uncountable separable subspaces 
and is hL iff it has no uncountable discrete subspaces. For convenience, and 
contrary to cpmmon practice of everyone including the author, during the rest of 
this paper we assume that S-spaces are right-separated and L-spaces are left- 
separated; ftrther, given an S or L space on an ordinal, the order of the separation 
agrees with the usual ordinali order. 
f. Let E be any set, I an index set, and J$ = {Ai : i’ E I} be a family of subsets of 
E. Then & is an independen? fumiZy on % if! for any finite collection 
. . 
10, l l 0, lk, ;k+l, l l a, in of distinct elements of I, the intersection 
fI Ai, R n (E -- A, ) 
jdsk k<jsn 
has the same cardinality as E. A theorem of Haustiorff says that if E is infinite, 
there is an independent family on E of cardinality 2cp’(‘(? 
g. Finally; let X = C1 (yCI. /C*, where the Xa “s are mutually disjoint. Then Y is a 
partial transversal of X iff evc~=y card (Y n 
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asic cnnstructio T
To avoid notational complexities, an ordinal will be considered as the set o,f its 
predecessors a!,d can have a topology on it which has absolutely nothing to do with 
the usual ordi,nal topology. For the rest of this section 3 it?, fixed to be any 
O-dimensional Grst-t)otintable Hausdorff topology on ol. To every point cy in o1 is 
thus associated a strictly descending o-sequence {u I,, : i < o} of clopen sets in 3 
which form 8 neiglhborhood basis for (Y. Let Ui,, = u I,, - u!++ Then u :,, -= 
{a} u UjW Uj,a is the description of the neighborhood basis which will be used, an,d 
we emphasize that, for each Q, the ui,* ‘s are clopen, mutually disjoint, non-empty, 
and none of them contain the point 1~. 
For Q! c ol, let X, be a &dimensional Hausdorff space of weight G 2” undler the 
ropology Y*, and let V’.. be a clopen basis for X, of cardinality G 2”. We let &a be 
an kndependept family on o whose elements are indexed by the elements of Va; 
thus .z& = (‘4” : v E ‘Y, }. 
Letting X be the disjoint union of the X, ‘s, we prloceed to put a topology 3* on 
X which _is Hausdorff and O-dimensional, and such that the rela.tive topology 
(X,, T*) = (Xp, %), for every cy. 
A sub-basis is defined and then explained. Thus let 11 E 7r,, i E (I). Then 
vfiX@=0if p# cy, and A, E 94,. The following two sets are open: 
(i) v U U (X@ : /3 E ui,,J E A, and j > i). Call this set Hba,qj. 
(ii) (Xa - v) U U (Xs : p’ E uj,, for some j E (&I - &) and j 2 i),. CM? this set 
W a,X,-v,i* 
What we do, then, is look; at a basic clopen neighborhood v of X* and some 
8.J :,, = {Q) U Ujai Uj,w We use A, to pick out infinitely many of the Ldj,,‘:i for j 3 i. 
Then we add to v entire levels XP whose indices fall in the Uj,o”I, which we’ve 
picked. And we add to X, - v entire levels X0 whose indices fall in the u~,=‘s which 
we’ve not picked. 
Let $* be the topology generated by this sub-basis. Clearly each (X,, Y*) = 
(Xa, FI). We also note tha.t if u E Y, then CJ a,,Eu X, is open. Using this we show that 
(X, g*), which from p* )w on we simply call X! is both Hausdoti and O-dimensional. 
Claim 1. X is Huusdorj~ 
Pmrof. Suppose x E X,, y E Xa, (Y # p. Then 3 c&open u E 9, a E CI, p E U. Hence 
U,,,E~XY and UyeuX, are open and separaie x and y. If, o1”~, the other hand, x # y 
and both x, y E X&, let v be clopen, v E VYKt, .# E U, y E v. Then w Q,D. i and w a.(G-L,).i 
are both open and separ& x and y. 
. e need only show that our sub-basis is clopen. 
we consider only HP,,,~. So suppose x fi$ wa,u,i. Then eit 
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(i) xEX,,xBv,andso w a,(G-u),i isa neighborhood containing x and disjoint 
from Wfl,qi ; Or 
(ii) x E Xy, y $E u i.,, in aivhich c;i\se Upeu* i,,Xfl is a neighborhood of x disjoint 
from W *,o,i; 01 
(iii) x E X7, y E u],, for J’ 2 i, in which case UBEulnXB is a neighborhood of x 
disjoint from w a,u,ie 
3. The basic lemmas 
The question ow is whe,rr the construction of Section 2 hiss the properties needed 
for A or $3. This is answered in a series ox’ lemmas. L.emmzs 1 and 2, while 
substantially stated and proved in [9) and [‘lo], will for convenience be stated and 
sketched here. The reader will note that the hypothesis of L+emma 4 specifically 
requires the construction of Section 2. 
Lemma 1. Suppose X = 1 J,,,, X, is a regular PIausdo@ space where the Xa’s are 
mutually disjoint? arid supp~ose ither 
(i) every uncountable p~ii~l transveml caf X is an S-space and every X, is up1 
L-space ; BP 
(ii) every uncuunfabie partial transversal of X is an L-space and ever)! X, is an 
S-spaceG 
Then X satisfies A. 
Proof. Since every uncountable subset of X either has uncountable intlrrslection 
with some X, or contains an uncountable partial transversal, the spread m:dst bc 
countable. And if we divide X into two pieces, then one piece both contains a!a 
uncountable partial transversal nd an uncountable subset of some X,. So this! piece 
can be neither bs or hL. 
Lemma 2. Suppose X = U,,,, X is a regular Hmrdofl space, the .X,‘S are 
mutually disjoint, each XC, is a discrete subspace (of cardinaligy & and each partial 
tmnsversal of X has spread o. Then X satisfies .B. 
roof. Any subspace Y’ of X of cardinality &,, must contain an uncountable 
partial transversal which has spread u and thus is not discrete. So Y is =r,ot &Crete:. 
The next step is to find candidates for a topology $ on wr so that Lemmas 1 and 2 
have a possibility of being satisfied by the construction of Section 2. 
A Luzin mce is a Hausdorff space with no isolated points and t’io 
acre dense sets (i.e, every uncountable clot, :d set contains 
” 
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The important facts about Lazin spaces for our purposes are: l::very Luzin space 
is hereditarily Lindeliif (Tall [ 131); a regular Luzin space is (i-dimensional (an 
unpublished observation of Kunen); hence a regular non-separable Luzin space has 
a subspace which is a Luzjin L-space. 
Let 9 &e r5E regulfzr ,firsd-countable Luzin topologg on ol. Then if 
X = u,,, X,, 9, 9 *, are as in Section 2, no uncountable partial !mn;~versal Y of X 
is discrete. Furthtirmore, if 9 is also an L-space topology and Y is ai’! uncountable 
PBWO~ An uncountable partial transversal Y of X will be ll-4ausdori~, O- 
dimensional and not separable by the results of Section 2 We shooN that !Y is not 
discrete. (By our coilvention that L-spaces are assumed left-separated, this will 
prove both parts of the lemma.) 
Suppose Y is discrete. Let Qy = {y : Y f7 X, # @}. For y E Qy, let IV 1’ be an open 
:r. in 9 * such that w y n Y = X7 n I’“; i.e. the w 
kence for inffinitely many k E o, 
9 witness the discktiteness of ?‘. 
U (X, : a ~2 uk,,} CM? Let By be the set of such k. 
We now show that if u is open non-empty in 9, for some open II C 14, v n Qv = 8. 
Thus the closure of QY is nowhere dense in 9, but since Qv is uncountable, this 
contradicts 9 being Luzin. 
partial transversal of 4X, then Y is sn L-space. 
So let u be open non-empty, & E Y_ If u n Qu = p), w;s have. noelGrlg to prove. 
Otherwise, let y E u n Qr. Then for some n, u &,. C u. Let k ~‘r: B,,, IZ > n. Then 
ads.?, C u and u,~,,, C QY = 8. Lemma 4 is thus proved. 
For completeness we state the following; while for readabil,ity only the barest 
hint of proof is given. 
Lemma 5. Let 9 be the first-countable S-space on <tiI constructed by Juha’sz, Kunen 
Gnd Rudin [8]. Then with a bit of extra care in the choice of the J&, Is, if X, X,, Y;, 9 * 
are as in Section 2, any uncountable parrtial transversal of X is an S-space. 
Sketch sf pmxd. Identify the reals as a set with oL- The key to !:he consltruction i  
[8] was that the topology of the: reals was refined so that: (i) the closure of a 
countable set in ihe new topology differed by at most a countabl:e set from its 
closure in the old topology; and (ii) in constructing the ~neighbashoolds f a pain- Q 
you were concerned with at most countably many countable sets B,, which had the 
point Q! in their respective closures in the old topolog!‘, making zxrc that a new 
neighborhood of Q! hit each B,, in an infinite set; and (iii) eachcountable infinite 
B Grul had an associated yB so that if as > ‘/B then B would be &,, for some n. 
To prove Lemma 5, the family Ss, is constructed so that Ihe new II 
of 9 * will resoect (ii); that is, if w is a neighborhood inY* of a point in 
eat h n, {dy E &, : Xy C w) is infinite. This gives Gx pleasant result $ 
uncountable transversal in X, Q, is as in Lemma 4, and B C Qr ,is dense in (3~ 
asnder 3, then {Y n & l l ‘3/ E B) is actually dense in a$1 but a countable subset of I’, 
;.:hus proving Y is separable which was the only interesting thing to prove. 
Finall:y, we put all these lemmas together in 
tk-~llo\ry 6. (i) Let ‘(X, 5” j be QS in Lemmu 4, where eckch X, is a O-dimensional 
,!i-space of weight t.01. Tk92 X satisfies il. 
(ii) Let (X, 9") be as in Lemwza 5, where each: Xm is a O-dimensional L-space of 
.jveight 01~. Then IX s&fits Aa 
(iii) d,et (X, 9’“) be as in Lemm*a 4, lvhere 2” 2~ &.,, tzrzdl each Xa is a discrete space 
1 
of cardiroality ‘Fken X s~disjks B. 
The final yueskn, then, is whst set.-iiheoretk hypotheses give us th!e necessary 
‘spaces to satisfy the lemmas? A brief answer would be: lots of them. 
For L:zmnna 4 :a first-countable Luzin l,-space is needed; for Lemma 5 a specific 
&pact: that we know exists under CH; for (lorollary 6(i) any S-space (since every 
:P-space liaas aO-dimensional uncountable subspace); and for 6(ii) any O-chmensional 
L-space. Where can we find these spaces? 
Under CH, many O-dimensional S and L spaces exist (see, for a pairtia! survey, 
/_ll]). Hence, by Corollary 6(ii)$ CH+ A. In [l], van Douwen, Tall, and Weiss 
lzonstruct a first-countable Luzin L-space unidler CH, and so CH-, A also follows 
?rom 6(i). 
SH is the staltement that no Suslin lines exist, where a Suslir line is a 
non-separable ccc linearly ordered space. Every Suslin line is first countable and 
‘MS a Luzin subspace. Hence not-SH ,$ves us what we need for Lemma 4. It is 
fitwell-known that not-SH is consistent with “the continuum as large as you wish”. In 
j?articul;lr, not-SH + 2” 3 8&I is c.?nsistent; by 6(iii), not-SH + 2” a pb,,,-+ B. Fur- 
;:hermore, Rudin 1121 used not-?33 to get am S-space; so by&d(i), not-SH --) A. 
A particular handy model of set theory al:so gives us several ways of establishing 
Soth A and B, namely a Cohen-generic extension adding K Cohen raeals, where 
cf (K) > 0. By WQ” J- of Solovay and Temnnenbaum, not-$)$ holds in such 8 model, so 
the preceding paragrapil applies; furthiei more, the set of 4Zohtt.n reals ia Luzin in the 
topology of the reak, so if K a w,, In also fo&-yNs from 6(iii). 
Finally, we indicate: briefly how to generalize to other cardinals. Lett Bjh, y) be 
)& substituted for where A has cofinality y ; Bet PA (K) be 
K, IC -separable, K -Lindelef substitut 
priate. Assume H’ is regular, and note that a K +-Sush he has a 
while by 
every K 
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noting further that under GC the:re xists a 0-dimensiormt K -S-space for 
(Juhkz, Majnal:), ‘we conchrtde 
f !llOt-K 
The hypothesis of the first statement iswelll-known IQ be consistent; hat thle second 
statement holds in L is a. classic result CY~! ,lensm 
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